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Paflyfish is here to help foster a shared interest in expanding our knowledge, experience and most importantly
our enjoyment for fly fishing in Pennsylvania region. Humor, ideas, debate, and opinions are encouraged.
Deliberate insults, personal attacks, and lewd comments are not welcome for any reason.
An example of this policy can be explained as it relates to political discussions. Where political issues are
relevant to fly fishing or conservation, they may be discussed, but personal attacks directed toward public
figures, government personnel, political parties or political groups should be avoided. Criticism of official, parties
or groups is not off limits, but a fine line exists between criticism and attack, so users are cautioned to temper
their remarks to avoid bitter argument, which may result in bad feelings among participants and in extreme
cases, such threads or individual posts being deleted. Thank you for your understanding.
Paflyfish permits the use of signature lines for personal use with statements or personal links that follow the
existing site policies. Business and other organizational links are considered advertising and not permitted. An
individual with a business association can provide a signature line stating that organizational affiliation, but not
promoting or linking to that organization.
Advertisements of any kind, for any reason, for any product or service are not permitted on the site without
permission. We do offer advertising options on the site and please contact us at info@paflyfish.com for more
details. It is a great way to reach thousands of anglers in the region.
Users can take part on the site with one username only. Dual identities and multiple user names are not
welcome. The use of multiple usernames is deceptive to other other members and a burdon to the site
moderation. This is grounds for immediate removal from the site.
If you have an event or activity that relates to Fly Fishing in Pennsylvania please post it in the Events Forum. If
you would like to swap some fishing gear please post in the Swap Forum.
As a community site that encourages fly fishing in Pennsylvania, this site also encourages the sharing of ideas,
fish stories, stream locations, and general helping of others to learn more and become better fly fishing anglers.

